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ABSTRACT

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has requested that all nuclear
plants, either operating or under construction, submit a response of
compliancy with NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power

Plants." EGM Idaho, Inc., has contracted with the NRC to evaluate the
responses of those plants presently under construction. This report
contains EG8G's evaluation and recommendations for Nine Nile Point Unit 2.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Nine Mile Point Unit 2 is not totally consistent with the guidelines
of NUREG-0612. In general, compliance is insufficient in the following
areas:

o Adapting a system or method of marking Safe Load Paths that is
consistent with NUREG 0612

o Development of Procedures incorporating the Safe Load Path

identification system used for the facility

o The application of special lifting device design stresses that
provides for the maximum static plus dynamic loading

o Information on the selection of lifting devices not specially
designed which provides stress allowance based on maximum static
plus dynamic loads and, special identification labeling of any

sling committed to a dedicated crane-load service.

The main report contains recommendations which will aid in bringing
the above items into compliance with the appropriate guidelines.
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Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants
Nine Mile Point Unit 2

(Phase I)

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Pur ose of Review

This technical evaluation report documents the EG&G Idaho, Inc.,
review of general load-handling policy and procedures at Nine Mile
Point, Unit 2 (NMPU-2). This evaluation was performed with the

objective of assessing conformance to the general load-handling
guidelines of NUREG-0612, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power

Plants" [1], Section 5.1.1.

1.2 Generic Back round

Generic Technical Activity Task A-36 was established by the U.S.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC) staff to systematically examine

staff licensing criteria and the adequacy of measures in effect at
operating nuclear power plants to assure the safe handling of heavy

loads and to recommend necessary changes to these measures. This

activity was initiated by a letter issued by the NRC staff on May 17,

1978 [23, to all power reactor applicants, requesting information
concerning the control of heavy loads near spent fuel.

The results of Task A-36 were reported in NUREG-0612, "Control of
Heavy Loads'at Nuclear Power Plants." The staff's conclusion from

this evaluation was that existing measures to control the handling of
heavy loads at operating plants, although providing protection from

certain potential problems, do not adequately cover the major causes

of load-handling accidents and should be upgraded.





In order to upgrade measures for the control of heavy loads, the staff
developed a series of guidelines designed to achieve a two-phase

objective using an accepted approach or protection philosophy. The

first portion of the objective, achieved through a set of general
'uidelinesidentified in NUREG-0612, Article'. l. 1, is to ensure that

all load-handling systems at nuclear power pTants are designed and

operated such that their probability of failure is uniformly small and

appropriate for the critical tasks in which they are employed. The

second portion of the staff's objective, achieved thro'ugh guidelines
identified in HUREG-0612, Articles 5.1.2 through 5. 1.5, is to ensure

that, for load-handling systems in areas where their failure might
result in significant consequences, either (a) features are provided,
in addition to those required for all load-handling systems, to ensure

that the potential for a load drop is extremely small (e.g., a

single-failure-proof crane) or (b) conservative evaluations of
load-handling accidents indicate that the potential consequences of
any load drop are acceptably small. Acceptability of accident
consequences is quantified in NUREG-0612 into four accident analysis
evaluation criteria.

The approach used to develop the staff guidelines for minimizing the

potential for a load drop was based on defense in depth and is
summarized as follows:

Provide sufficient operator training, handling system

design, load-handling instructions, and equipment inspection
to assure reliable operation of the handling system

Oefine safe load travel paths through procedures and

operator training so that, to the extent practical, heavy

loads are not carried over or near irradiated fuel or safe

shutdown equipment

o Provide mechanical stops or electrical interlocks to prevent
movement. of heavy loads over irradiated fuel or in proximity
to equipment associated wi'th redundant shutdown paths.





Staff guidelines resulting from the foregoing are tabulated in
Section 5 of NUREG-0612.

1.3 Plant-S ecific Back round

On December 22, 1980, the NRC issued a letter I3] to Niagara Mohawk

Power Corporation (NMPC), the applicant for NMPU-2 requesting that the

applicant review provisions for handling and control of heavy loads at
NMPU-2, evaluate these provisions with respect to the guidelines of
NUREG-0612, and provide certain additional information to be used for
an independent determination of conformance to these guidelines. On

July 10, 1984 (NMPC) provided the initial response [4] to this request.





Z. EVALUATION AND RECOMMENOATIOAS

2.1 Over view

The following sections summarize NMPC's review of heavy load handling
at, NMPU-2 accompanied by EGKG's evaluation, conclusions, and

recommendations to the applicant for bringing the facilities more

completely into compliance with the intent of NUREG-0612. The

applicant has indicated the weight of a heavy load for this faci lity
(as defined in NUREG-0612, Article 1.2) as greater than 1000 pounds.

2.2 Heav Load Overhead Handlin S stems

This section reviews the applicant' list of overhead handling systems

which are subject to the criteria of NUREG-0612 and a review of the
justification for excluding overhead handling systems from the above

mentioned list.

2.2.1 ~Sco e

"Report the results of your review of plant arrangements to
identify all overhead handling systems from which a load drop may
result in damage to any system required for plant shutdown or
decay heat removal (taking no credit for any interlocks,
technical specifications, operating procedures, or detailed
structural analysis) and justify the exclusion of any overhead
handlin'g system from your list by verifying that there is
sufficient physical separation from any load-impact point and any
safety-related component to permit a determination by inspection
that no heavy load drop can result in damage to any system or
component required for plant shutdown or decay heat removal."

A. Summar of Ap licant's Statements

The applicant's review of overhead handling systems

identified the cranes and hoists shown in Table 2. 1 as those

which handle heavy loads in the vicinity of irradiated fuel
or safe shutdown equipment.
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TABLE 2 ~ 1. NONE>(EMPT OVERIIEAD lthtIDLING SYSTEHS WIIICII CARRY flEAVY LOADS OVER SAFE SIIUTDOWN OR DECAY tlEAT
REHOVAL EQUIPHEtlT, NltlE NILE POltlT UNIT 2

Mark o

2MIIR"CRN1

2MIIR-CRN3, tf

2MIIS-CRN6

2HIIS-CRN7

2MIIR-CRN65

2HIIR-CRtl66

2HIIR-CRtl67

2HIIS-CRN2
3, and tt

2MIIW-CRNI

Iden I I'fca fon

125/25/0.5-Ton Roactor Building
Polar Crane

3 II-Ton Re c I rc Mo to r liend I I ng
Cranes

10-Ton Stop Log Aroa Crano

8-Ton Single Clrder Crane

2-Ton Monora II System

2-Ton Transfer Honorail
System

9-Ton Monorail System

5-Ton Emorgoncy Dlosol
Gonorator Cranos

75/IIO-Ton Scroonwol I Room Grano

Loca lon

lteactor Ou I I d Ing a t
EL 387'-ttn and
Azimuth 0'-359

Primary Conte inmont
at El 28tt'-11n and
Azimuth 135o and 315o

Screonwoll Building
Intako and Discharge
Shaft. Aroa
EI 307'-9n

~ Reactor Building at
El 261'-On and
Azfmutli Oo

Pr lma ry Conta inmant
at EI 305'-9n and
Azimuth 240 to 105

Primary Conta lnmont
at El 261<-On and
Azimuth 165 to 235

Primary Conta lnment
at El 261'-On and
Azimuth 315 to ti5

Emorgoncy Dlosol
Cenerator Bulldlng

261I On

Scroonwol I Building
above Sorvlco Wator
Pump Days

Func lon

Refueling and ma Intonance

Remove I and rap lacomont
of pump motors

Romova I and replacement
- of SWP motor-oporatod

va Ivos and stop logs

Removal and roplacemont
of outboard main steam
and foodwator valves

Romova I and replacement
of safety rolloi'alves

Transfer safety rel lof
valvos and CRD cart

Romova I and roplacoment
of main steam .Isolation
va Ives

Ha Intonance of emergency
gonorators

Halntenanco of sotvice
wa to r pumps, c I rcu I a t I ng
wa to r pumps, foodwa ter
heator tubo bundles, and
mlscellanoous equipment





The applicant has also identified other 'cranes Table 2.2
that have been excluded from satisfying the criteria of the

general guidelines of NUREG-0612.

B. EG&G Evaluation

The tables provided indicate 'that (NMPC) has identified all
of the overhead handling systems at NMPU-2, which are

subject to the criteria of NUREG-0612.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the information provided, EG&G concludes that the

applicant has included all applicable hoists and cranes in
their list of handling systems which must comply with the

requirements of the general guidelines of NUREG-0612.

2.3 General Guidelines

This section addresses the extent to which the applicable handling
systems comply with the general guidelines of

NUREG-0612,'rticle

S. l. l. EG&G's conclusions and recommendations are provided in
summaries for each guideline.

~ The NRC has established seven general guidelines which must be met in
order to provide the defense-in-depth approach for the handling of
heavy loads. These guidelines consist of the following criteria from

Section 5. 1. 1 of NUREG-0612:

o Guideline 1—Safe Load Paths

o Guideline 2—Load"Handling Procedures

o Guideline 3—Crane Operator Training

o Guideline 4—Special Lifting Oevices
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TAOI E 2.2. EXEMPT HEAVY LOAD HAtlDLltiG SYSTEHS, NINE NILE P0.ltIT UNIT 2

HPU a r umbo

2HHN"CRN 1

2HHN-CRN 56

2MIIN-CAN 70

2HHN-CAN 71

2MHN-CRN 72

2HHN-CRN 73

2HHN-CAN 74

2HHN-CAN 75

2HHF-CAN 1 and CAtl 2

2MHF-CAN 3

2HHT-CAN 1

2HHS"CRN

2HHS-CRN 5

2HHS-CRtl 9

2MHS-CAN 20

2HHK-CRN 31

2HHK-CRtl 32

2HHK-C33 and CRN 34

2HHK-CAN 45 and CRN 46

2HHK-CAN 4O

2MHK-CAN 49

2HHK-CAN 55

Capacity
Tons

30 Tn

10 Tn

2 Tn

3 Tn

2 Tn

4 Tn

4 Tn

4 Tn

1/2 Tn

1/10 Tn

250/40 Tn

1 1/2 Tn

10 Tn

10 Tn

1 1/2 Tn

3 Tn

3 Tn

10 Tn

5 Tn

10 Tn

1 Tn

4 Tn

OH Handl in S s om ldentif leg Ion

Ido It'a Ion

Aadwasto Bldg Crano

Radwasto Bldg Monorail

Grating and Misc Eqpt Hoist

Concrete Slab Hoist

Heat Exchanger Hoist

Concrete Slab Hoist

Concreto Slab Hoist

Concrote Slab Hoist

Aofuol lng Area Jib Cranes

Channol Handling Boom and Counterbalance

Turbine Room Grano

RDS Cart Crane

Horkshop Grano

Dlsch. Flume and Scroonhouse Crane

Lube Oil Tank Eqpt Crane

Honorall Hoist, (Control Bldg)

Honora II Hoist (Aux. Oollor Am)

Honora II Hoists (Turblno Bldg)

Honoral I Hoists (tiormal Switchgoar Bldg)

Monorail Hoist (Docon Aroa)

Monorail Hoist (Scroonuoll Log and Trash)

Monorail Iloist (Control Bldg)

Exclusion
Basis
8 o C

A, 8

A, 8

A, 0

A, O

A, B

A, B

Ai B

A, B
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TABLE 2.2. (continued)

H U Hark umh

2HIIA-CAN 50

2HIIA-CAN 51

2HIIA"CAN 52

2HIIR-CAN 61

Capacity
~TQ s

5 Tn

10 Tn

8 Tn

8 Tn

Qll I andi n S s 'em Iden l flea on

Iden I ica fon

~ P I pe Cha so lla tch Covo r llo I s t ( Rea B I dg )

Plpo Chase Ilatch Covor llolst (Rea Bldg)

Honoral I Iloist Systom (Roa Bldg)

Honors I I Ilolst System

Exc I us I on
Oasis
B os C

A = Bulldlng contains no safety rolatod equipment.

B = Load drop cannot damage any systom required for plant shutdown or
docay hoot removal.

C = Tho llolst Systom capacity Is less than a hoavy load.





o Guideline 5—Lifting Devices (not specially designed)

o Guideline 6™-Cranes (Inspection, Testing, and Maintenance)

o Guideline 7—Crane Design.

These seven guidelines should be satisfied for all overhead handling

systems and programs in order to handle heavy loads in the vicinity of
the reactor vessel, near spent fuel in the spent-fuel pool, or in
other areas where a load drop may damage safe shutdown systems. The

succeeding paragraphs address the guidelines individually.

2.3. 1 Safe Load Paths Guideline 1 NUREQ-0612 Article 5. l. 1 1

"Safe load paths should be defined for the movement of heavy
loads to minimize the potential for heavy loads, if dropped, to
impact irradiated fuel in the reactor vessel and in the
spent-fuel pool, or to impact safe shutdown equipment. The path
should follow, to the extent practical, structural floor members,
beams, etc., such that if the load is dropped, the structure is
more likely to withstand the impact. These load paths should be
defined in procedures, shown on equipment layout drawings, and
clearly marked on the floor in the area where the load is to be
handled. Deviations from defined load paths should require
written alternative procedures approved by the plant safety
review committee."

A. Summar of Ao licant's Statements

Safe load paths will be referenced in 'procedures and shown

on equipment layout drawings. Load paths will not be marked

on the floor in the area where the load is to be handled.

There are 10 to 15 load paths for the reactor building
operating floor. Load paths would be confusing and

over lapped by other load paths. There are limit switches on

the reactor building polar crane (RBPC)'to limit movement of
heavy loads over the spent fuel pool. Most of the other
cranes discussed 'are monorail type which inherently define
the load path.





B. EG&G Evaluation

The opinion that safe load path markings would be confusing
and overlapping identifies rather than provides a resolution
of the problem. Several acceptable alternative approaches

to floor painted paths are discussed in the NRC, "Synopsis

of Issues Associated with NUREG-0612." This document should

be studied and one or more alternative marking methods

selected and developed for use at NMPU-2.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1} NMPU-2 has not reported an acceptable method of Safe

Load Path markings.

(2) Make a selection from alternative methods of Safe Load

Path identification and advise what method will be used.

2.3.2 Load-Handlinq Procedures Guideline 2 NUREG"0612

Article 5.1.1 2

"Procedures shou1d be developed to cover load-handling operations
for heavy loads that are or could be handled over or in proximity
to irradiated fuel or safe shutdown equipment. At a minimum,
procedures should cover handling of those loads listed in
Table 3-1 of NUREG-0612. These procedures should include:
identification of required equipment; inspections and acceptance
criteria required before movement of load; the steps and proper

. sequence to be followed in handling the load; defining the safe
path; and other special precautions."

A. Summar of A licant's Statements

Load-handling procedures will be developed for each

heavy-load-handling system. Safe load paths will be

referenced in the procedures and shown on equipment layout
drawings. The procedures will comply with NUREG"0612 except
that Safe Load Paths will not be marked on the floors,

10 .
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B. EG&G Evaluation

NMPC has indicated that load handling procedures will be

developed to cover handling of heavy loads over or in
proximity to safe shutdown equipment or irradiated fuel as

specified in NUREG-0612.

The commitments made concerning procedures, when

supplemented with the methods chosen and the related
information on Safe Load Paths required to meet Guideline 1

(2.3.1 above), will show consistency with Guideline 2.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) It is necessary to get an acceptable resolution of the
method for Safe Load Path marking as a prerequisite to
suitable procedures.

(2) Resolve the issues for Guideline 1 and incorporate the

methods selected for Safe Load Path marking into
procedures. This will permit NMPU-2 to show

consistency with Guideline 2.

2.3.3 Crane 0 erator Trainin Guideline 3 NUREG-0612

Article 5.1.1 3

"Crane operators should be trained, qualified, and conduct
themselves in accordance with Chapter 2-3 of ANSI B30.2-1976,
'Overhead and Gantry Cranes'6]."

A. Summary of A licant's Statements

"Unit 2, uses lesson guides to train crane operators. These

lesson guides ensure proper and safe operation of
floor-operated overhead cranes in accordance with
ANSI B30.2-1976. The crane operator program ensures that

11
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the recommendations of AHSI B30.2-1976, Chapter 2-3, are

adequately included. The current crane operator training
program includes the requirements for a practical operating
examination. This practical examination is given after

the'perator

undergoes detailed classroom 'instruction. In
addition, the operator is required to meet certain physical
qualifications before qualifying to train as a crane

operator. These physical'ualifications are consistent with
ANSI B30.2-1976."

B. EGM Evaluation

HMPC has sta ed that procedures for crane operator training
have been implemented and ensures the recommendations of
ANSI B30.2-1976, Chapter 2-3, are adequately included in the

training program.

C. EGKG Conclusions and Recommendations

Training and conduct of crane operators in accordance with
the HMPC statements will be consistent with the intent of
Guideline 3.

2.3.4 S ecial Liftin Devices Guideline 4 NUREG-0612

Article 5.1.1 4

"Special lifting devices should satisfy the guidelines of ANSI
N14.6-1978, 'Standard for Special Lifting Devices for Shipping
Containers Meighing 10,000 Pounds (4500 kg) or More for Nuclear
Materials'7]. This standard should apply to all special
lifting devices which carry heavy loads in areas as defined
above. For operating plants, certain inspections and load tests
may be accepted in lieu of certain material requirements in the
standard. In addition, the stress design factor stated in
Section 3.2. 1.1 of ANSI N14.6 should be based on the combined
maximum static and dynamic loads that could be imparted on the
handling device based'on characteristics of the crane which will
be used. This is in lieu of the guideline in Section 3.2.1.1 of. ~

AHSI H14.6 which bases the stress design factor on only the
weight (static load) or the load and of the intervening
components of the special handling

devices�

"

12
'
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A. Summar of Applicant' Statements

"Seven specially designed lifting devices consist of primary
and redundant strongbacks and sling assemblies. They are

single-failure proof in accordance with NUREG-0554. The

design approach for these devices is consistent with the

design criteria contained in ANSI N14.6. Quality Assurance

Program requirements in compliance with the provisions of
IOCFR50, Appendix 8 and supplementary Quality Assurance

requirements were mandatory in the purchase specification.
Critical items are identified as QA Category I components."

B. EG&G Evaluation

NNPC's statement that specially designed lifting devices are
single-failure proof in accordance with NUREG-0554, does not
communicate useful information concerning the special
lifting devices. Is the statement to indicate that
applicable parts of NUREG-0554 such as Chapter 2, 3 and 8

were applied to the special lifting devices? Or, is it
intended that these devices meet the conservative design of
paragraph 4.6 of NUREG-0554?

Conversely to the above ques.ions, if these special devices
are consistent with the design criteria of ANSI N14.6 plus
the levels of specifications for Quality Assurance

indicated, the only any pending requirement of Guideline 4

is that stress design has been based on the maximum static
and dynamic loads the could be imparted.

A problem could still exist on special. lifting devices that
are used in conjunction with a Single Failure Proof crane.

To meet the Phase II Technical Evaluation any such device
will have to show consistency with NUREG-0612 Section 5. 1.6.

13





C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(I) It is concluded that the NUREG"0554 should be

considered only in relation to crane design.

(2) For the information given to show consistency with
Guideline 4 provide assurance that the special lifting
devices have stress design based on maximum static plus .

dynamic loads.

2.3.5 Liftin Devices Not S eciall Desi ned Guideline 5

NUREG-0612 Article 5.1.1 5

"Lifting devices that are not specially designed should be
installed and used in accordance with the guidelines of
ANSI B30.9-1971, 'Slings'8j. However, in selecting the proper
sling, the load used should be the sum of the static and maximum
dynamic load. The rating identified on the sling should be in
.terms of the 'static load'hich produces the maximum static and
dynamic load. Mhere this restricts slings to use on only certain
cranes, the slings should be clearly marked as to the cranes with
which they "may be used."

A. Summar of A licant's Statements

The full scope of the Applicants response is given in
2.3.4 A above. Data relative to, "Lifting Devices not
Specially Designed", has not been addressed.

B. EG&G Evaluation

Information in response to Guideline 5 requirements,
suitable for review has not been provided.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

(1) Revaluate the Guideline 5 requirements, and provide a

response showing how NHPU-2 plans to develop

consistency with Guideline 5. Show that static and





dynamic loads are included in the load rating and that
any sling for a dedicated crane-load combination is
clearly marked for that service.

2.3.6 Cranes Ins ection Testin and Maintenance Guideline 6

NUREG-0612 Article 5.1.1 6

"The crane should be inspected, tested, and maintained in
accordance with Chapter 2-2 of ANSI B30.2"1976, 'Overhead and
Gantry Cranes,'ith the exception that tests and inspections
should be performed prior to use where it is not practical to
meet the frequencies of ANSI B30.2 for periodic inspection and
test, or where frequency of crane use is less than the. specified
inspection, and test frequency (e.g., the polar crane inside a PWR

containment may only be used every 12 to 18 months during
refueling operations, and is generally not accessible during
power operation. ANSI B30.2, however, calls for certain
inspections to be performed daily or monthly. For such cranes
having limited usage, the inspections, test, and maintenance
should be performed prior to their use)."

A. Summar of A licant's Statements

"Procedures will be written and approved for inspection,
testing, and maintenance of the reactor building polar crane

and those cranes identified in Table 2.1. These cranes will
be inspected, tested, and maintained in accordance with
Chapter 2-2 of ANSI B30.2-1976 with the exception that tests
and inspection will be performed prior to use where it is
not practical to meet the frequency of ANSI B30.2 or where

frequency of crane use is less than the specified inspection
and test frequency."

B. EGEG Evaluation

The applicant's commitment that crane inspection, testing,
and maintenance will be developed in accordance with
Chapter 2-2 of ANSI B30.2-1976 with specified exceptions, is
consistent with the intent of Guideline 6.. The exceptions
as described are in agreement with the NUREG guide,
"Synopsis of Issues Associated with NUREG-0612," therefore
ERG has no basis for recommendations.

15





C. EGKG Conclusions and Recommendations

The applicants commitment with acceptable exceptions
indicates that NMPU-2 is consistent with the intent of
Guideline 6,

2.3.7 Crane Desi n Guideline 7 NUREG"0612 Article 5.1.1 7

"The crane should be designed to meet the applicable criteria and
guidelines of Chapter 2-1 of ANSI B30.2-1976, 'Overhead and
Gantry Cranes,'nd of CMAA-70, 'Specifications for Electric
Overhead Traveling Cranes'9j. An alternative to a
specification in ANSI B30.2'or CMAA-70 may be accepted in 'lieu 'of
specific compliance if the intent of the specification is
satisfied."

A. Summar of A licant's Statements

"The reactor building polar crane (RBPC) has been designed

for Class Al standby service in accordance with Crane

Manufactures'. A'ssociation of American (CMAA) Specification
No. 70 and the mandatory requirements of ANSI B30.2.0 in
addition to the technical requirements of Stone and Webster

Specification No: NMP2-251P,"

The crane is seismic category I. Design covers the .

,Auxiliary hoists, the crane trolley and crane bridge.

The main crane uses dual loading paths so single failure of
any component shall not result in loss of the load.'he
electrical system meets and exceeds the NRC December 19,

1983 requirements on electrical circuitry phase loss of a

single failure proof crane. The main crane generally meets

the NUREG-0554 criteria for Single Failure Proof. Some

design differences have been detected and these have been

individually evaluated and information provided to show that
the intent of the requirements is met.

16





The Polar Crane Auxiliary hoists have positive interlocks
which prevent their transfer paths over the Spent Fuel

Pool. Special procedures and key operated selector
positions provide additional safety assurances.

Design data concerning the other cranes of Table 2.1 show:

r
o 2MHR-CRN3, CRN4 and 2MHS-CRN7 are single girder

underhung, motor operated, bridge cranes. The trolley
and bridges cannot be dislodged during an earthquake in
combination with SRV and LOCA phenomena. Their design

meets CMAA-70 and all mandatory requirements of
ANSI 830.11. The wire rope hoists and trolleys meet

HMI-100 and mandatory requirements of ANSI 830.16,

also, Stone and Webster specification NMP2-P251W

o 2MHW-CNRl meets CMAA-70 and ANSI 830.2.0 in addition to
the Stone and Webster specification NMP2-P251C

o 2MHF-CRN1, 2, and 3, jib crane wire rope hoists and

trol'leys meet HMI-100, mandatory requirements of
ANSI 830. 16, and Stone and Webster specifications
NMP2-P251Z

o 2MHR-CNR 61, CNR65, CNR66 and CNR67 monorail hoists are

designed to the mandatory requirements of HMI-100,

ANSI 830.16 and Stone and Webster Specification
NMP2"251R

o The remaining hoists of Table 2.1; monorails are

designed to mandatory requirements of ANSI 830.16 and

Stone and Webster speci fication NMP2-251K. Hand

operated chain'oists and trolleys include the
requirements of HMI-200.

17





B. EG&G Evaluation

The information presented and design criteria of appropriate
documents used for design indicate that NMPU-2 hoisting
system design meets the intent of Guideline 7.

C. EG&G Conclusions and Recommendations

NMPU-2 is consistent with the intent of Guideline 7.

2.4 Interim Protection Measures

The NRC staff has established (NUREG-0612, Article 5.3) that six
measures should be initiated to provide reasonable assurance that
handling of heavy loads will be performed in a safe manner until final
implementation of the general guidelines of NUREG-0612, Article 5.1,
is complete. Four of these six interim measures consist of general
Guideline 1, Safe Load paths; Guideline 2, Load-Handling Procedures;
Guideline 3, Crane Operator Training; and Guideline 6, Cranes

(Inspec ion, Testing, and Maintenance). The two remaining interim
measures cover the following criteria:

o Heavy load technical specifications

o Special review for heavy loads handled over the core.

Applicant implementation and evaluation of these interim protec.ion
measures is contained in the succeeding paraoraphs of this section.

2.4.1 Interim Protection Measure 1—Technical S ecifications

"Licenses for all operating reactors not having a single-
failure-proof overhead crane in the fuel storage pool area should
be revised to include a specification comparable to Standard

18
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Technical Specification 3.9.7, 'Crane Travel - Spent Fuel Storage
Pool Building,'or PMRs and Standard Technical
Specification 3.9.6.2, 'Crane Travel,'or BMRs, to prohibit
handling of heavy loads over fuel in the storage pool until
implementation of measures which satisfy the guidelines of
Section 5 1

A. Summar of A licant's Statements

NOTE: NMPO-2 is under construction therefore the applicant
implementation and evaluation of Interim Protection
Neasure guidelines is not required at this time.
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3. CONCLUDING SUMMARY

3.1 A 1 icable Load-Handl in S stems

The list of cranes and hoists supplied by the applicant as being

subject to the provisions of NUREG-0612 is apparently complete (see
Section 2.2.1).

3.2 Guideline Recommendations

Compliance with the seven NRC guidelines for heavy load handling
(Section 2.3) are partially satisfied at NMPU-2. This conclusion is
represented in tabular form as Table 3. 1. Specific recommendations to
aid in compliance with the intent of these guidelines are provided, as

follows:

Guideline Recommendation

1. Section 2.3.1
Safe Load Paths

Select one or more

of the alternative
methods of identifying
Safe Load Paths and

advise the method(s)
NMPU-2 will use.

2. Section 2.3.2
Load Handling Procedures

Get an acceptable
resolution of the Safe

Load Path marking as

indicated above and in
2.3.1.

Incorporate the Safe Load

Path marking system into
the Load Handling

Procedures.
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TABLE 3.1. NINE 'MILE POINT UNIT 2 HUAEG 0612 COHPLIANCE MAT+IX

2MIIA"CRN 1

2HIIR"CRH 3, 4

2HIIS-CRH 6

2HIIS"CRN 7

2HNR CRH 65

2HIIA-CAN 66

2HIIA-CRN 67

2HHS-CRH 2
3, and 4

2HIIM-CAH 1

125/25/0.5-Ton Reactor Dul ldlng
Polar Grano

34-Ton Aoclrc Hotor llandling
Cranes

10-Ton Stop Log Area Crane

8-Ton Sing le Gl rder Grano

2-Ton Honors II System

2-Ton Transfor Honors l I Systom

8-Ton Transfor Honorai I

5-Ton Emorgoncy Diesel
Gonerator Cranos

75/40-Ton Scroenveli Room Crane

Safe
Loads
~Pa hs

NC

NC

'NC

HC

NC

NC

Load
llandling

~Precede os

NC

NC

HC

NC

NC

NG

Crane
Opora tor
~Tro ln I

C

Specie I
LIfting
~aces

Lifting
Dovices not

S o Ial Oosl

, Grano
Inspect lon

Tost Grano
~e~eonco ~ ~aosl n

0 = Applicant action Is consistent with HUREG 0612 Guideline.

HG = Applicant action Is not consistent arith NUAEG 0612 Guideline.

R = Applicant has proposed rovislon/modifications designed to comply with NUAEG 0612 Guldel ines.

I "-Insufflciont Information provided by tho appl leant.
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Guideline Recommendation

3. Section 2.3.3
Crane Operator Training

Crane operator Training
according to the
information reported is
consistent with
Guideline 3 at NMPU-2.

4. Section 2.3.4
Special Lifting Devices

Advise, that, in addition
to meeting ANSI N14.6,

the. special lifting
devices have stress
design based on the

maximum static plus
dynamic

loads'.

Section 2.3,5
Lifting Devices Not

Specially Designed

Provide information on

this guideline which will
confirm that the static
and dynamic loads are

included in the sling
system load rating. Also

indicate that any sling
committed to a dedicated
crane-load combination is
marked to indicate that
service.

6. Section 2.3.6
Cranes, Inspection
Testing and Maintenance

NMPU-2 has given
commitments that are

consistent with the
intent of Guideline 6.

7. Section 2.3.7
Crane Design

NMPU-2 is consistent with
the intent'f Guideline 7.

22
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Guideline Recommendation

3.3 Interim Protection

EGKG's evaluation of information provided by the applicant indicates
that the following actions are necessary to ensure that the six NRC

staff measures for interim protection at NMPU-2 are met:

Interim Measure Recommendation

NHPU-2 is under

construction.
The interim protection measures are not applicable.
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ENCLOSURE
~ ~4 ~

SYNOPSIS OF ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH NUREG 0612
0 ~'f

The fnllowingirdormaGon is"provided to identify exceptions or interpretations
related to verbatim compliance with NUREG 0612 Guidelines that have occurred
during the course of this review. For each of the major Guidehnes specific exceptions
are identified, a discussion concerning the underlying objective of that Guideline is
provided, and approaches felt to be consistent and inconsistent with that guideline
are identified. While each such exception has been handled on a case by case basis,

. and has been considered in light of overall compliance with NUREG 0612 at a particular
~lant, the togcs are f.a nature general enough to be of interest to other plants.;" .. --

.
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GUIDELINE 1 SAFE L PATHS

Ex'ion 1

In the opinion of the licensee, development of individual load paths
is impractical since there are a significant number of loads for which the pickup and
laydown areas vary from outage to outage. Further, in some cases the location of
safety related'equipment combined with the design of the Qoor over which heavy
loads are carried indicates that for a number of lifts there is no preferred load path.

Discussion
The purpose of~ portion of Guideline I is to ensure that the .

pathswver 'which heavy'JoaBs are carried have'been developed and approved in advance
of the liftand are based on considerations of safety. In particular it is provided to
avoid the ad hoc selection of load paths by maintenance personnel since such a situation
could result in the use of a load path which has been established by a process wherein
considerations other than safety have taken precedence.

Xt is recognized that there are a class of loads which, although in
excess of 5e weight specified for classification as a heavy load are actually misceJJan- ..

us or maintenance t dated loads for which itis xmpractical to le]entify a speciQ
laydown area which can be fixed from outage to outage. Conversely Were are a number
of loads for which specific laydown areas have been allocated in the original plant
design and which should reasonably be expected to be carried over the same load paths—-during-every outage. A-tabulation of-loads in~ latter category, generalJy applicable
to P WR's and BVR's, was provided in NURBG 0612 as Table 3-1.

A fundamental principal of NUREG 0612 is protection through defense
in depth. Specifically, the first line of protection from an accident which could result
in.damage to spent fuel or equipment required for safe shutdown or decay heat removal
is to avoid or minimize the exposure of such equipment to crane borne loads overhead.
Where such exposure is 'minimized, rather than avoided, a second line of defense can
then be provided by intervening barriers such as Qoors or the provision of additional
liftingdevice redundancy or safety factors. Considering the foregoing, the use of
exclusion areas, rather than safe load paths, is consistent with this guideline only
under circumstances where there is no safety related equipment located beneath the
area accessible to the crane hook but outside of the exclusion area. This situation
has been found in buildings such as the turbine hall or screen house where safety related
equipment is concentrated in a specific area within the crane path. It is unlikely
to occur within containment due to the numerous safety related piping and electrical
systems provided to support decay heat removal.

A roaches Consistent Vith This Guideline
SpeciQc safe load paths are prepared and approved for major components

for which hazardous areas are weJJ established. For miscellaneous lifts load corridors
are established such that any movement within that corridor cannot result in carrying
a heavy load over spent fuel or systems required for safe shutdown or decay heat
removal (regardless of intervening floors). Movement within these corridors is at
the discretion of the load handling party.

Specific safe load paths are prepared and approved for major components
for which hazardous areas are well established. For miscellaneous lifts detailed direct-
ions are prepared and approved for developing safe load paths which include Qoor
plans shying the location of safety related equipment and instructions to avoid such
equipment. Specific safe load paths are then prepared each time a miscellaneous
liftqualifying as a heavy 1oad Js made.'hese individual load paths are temporary
and may change from outage to outage.





~ ~ ~Ad I "d id
Use of li exclusron areas in containment Wch merely prohibited

the carrying of heavy loads ectly over the core or specific components and allow
full load handling party discretion in other areas.

~E'
In the opinion of the licensee marking of load paths on the fJoof

is impracticaL This may be caused by the-general use of temporary floor coverings
which would cover the load path markings, or, due to the number of loads involved
a requirement formultiple markings which could confuse the crane operator.

The purpose of this feature of Guideline I is to provide visual aids
to assist the operator and supervisor Jn ensuring that designated safe load paths are
actually followed. In the case'of the operator it has the additionaJ function of avoiding
undesirable distractions while handling suspended loads (e.g., trying to read procedural
steps or drawings while controlling the crane). This feature should also be seen as
a provision necessary to complete a plan for the implementation of safe load paths.

„Specifically it provides somewdditionaJ assurance that, having spent the time and
effort to develop safe load paths, those paths wIJJ be followed.

A roaches Consist'ent With this Guideline
Rather than mark load paths a second member of the load handling

p~~th'at r.s, other than the crine operator') is made responsible for assuring that
the designated safe load path is followed. This second person, a signalman is typically
used on cab operated cranes, checks out the safe load path prior to the. liftto ensure
that it is dear, refers to the safe load path guidance during the liftand provides direct«
ion to the operator and that the load path is followed. To support this approach the
duties and responsibilities of each member of the load handling party should be clearly
defined.

Prior to a Iift the appropriate load path is temporar Jly marked (rope,
pylbns, etc.) to provide a visual reference for the crane operator. In cases ~here
the load path cannot be marked (e.g., transfer of the upper internals in a PVfR) temporary
or permanent match marks can be employed to assist in positioning the bridge and/or
trolley durin'g the lift.

In either case reasonable engineering judgement would indicate
that in certain specific lifts marking of safe load paths is unnecessary due to physical
constraints on the load handling operation (e.g., simple hoists, monorails, or very
short lifts where movement is limited to one coordinate axis in addition to the vertical).

A roaches Inconsistent With this Guideline
Positions which in effect do not recognize the need for realistically

providing visual aids to the crane operator and imply that, for aJJ lifts, the operator
willremember the load path from review of procedures or by reference to a drawing.

Exce tion 3
Obtaining written alternative procedures approved by the plant

safety review committee for any deviations from a safe load path is considered too
„cumbersome to accommodate the handling of maintenance loads where Jaydown areas

may have to change or Joad paths altered as a result of unanticipated maintenance
requirements.
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Discussion
v 0 "e p"Me oi us p>~ t o< thrs inudeBne i ensure that deviations

from established safe Joad~ths receive a Level of review appropriate to their safety
significance. in general it is highly desirable that once safe load paths are established
they are retained and kept clear of interference rather than routinely deviated from.

ated wl
of an individual licensee plant safety review committee (or equivalent).and the details
of their excercizing this responsibility should be within their jurisdiction.

A roach Consistent With this Guideline
A plant safety nview committee {or equivalent) delegates the respon-

-. -sibility for approving temporary changes to safe load paths to a person, who may or
- may not be a member of~t'committee, with appropriate training and education

in the area of plant safety. Such changes are reviewed by the safety revie~ committee
in the normal course of events. Any permanent alteration to a safe load path is approved
by the plant safety review committee.

'P
h

A proach 1nconsistent With this Guideline
.„..Activities which in effect allow decisions as to deviations from

: safe load paths to be made by~rsons not specifically designated by the plant safety
~ '-i - review committee.

1
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GUIDELINE2 LOAD HANDLINGPROCEDURES

No si t exceptions to this guideline have been encountered.
~ ~

~

OccasionaHy a question arises concerning the need for individual procedures for each
Dft. In general, it was not the purpose of this guideline to require separate procedures
for each Mt. A reasonable approach is to provide separate procedures for each moorlift (e.g„RV /cad, core internals, fuel cask) and use a general procedure for handling
other heavy loads as long as load specific detaih (e.g., load paths, equipment requirements)
are provided in.an attachments or enclosures.





'

r .GUiDELINE 3 CRANE RATOR TJ44JNING

Execution
The only exception occassionaily encountered with respect to this

Guideline other than fairly minor, site unique, exceptions has been a desire to deviate
from the requirement of ANSI B30.2-3.1.7 for testing of all controls before beginning
a new shift. In some cases a licensee has qualiQed a commitment in this area by noting
that only crane controls "necessary for crerne dperation" willbe tested at the start
of a shift

~ ' s

Discussion
This requirements(ie. not a recommendation) of ANSI B304 is important—

since crane control system failures are relatively significant contributors to load
handling incidents. The only reason that can be seen for an exception in this area
is a general aversion to the word "all". SpecificaHy,.it appears that some licensees
fear that a commitment to this requirement will force them to test all control type
devices (eg. motor overloads,,load cells, emergency brakes) rather than just those
features generally. known as controls (ie. hoist, bridge, and trolley motion controllers).

A roaches Consistent Kith this Guideline
Exceptions that clearly indicate that aH normal controls (hoist,

bridge, and trolley motion controllers) w'ill be tested at the start of each shift and
that the purpose ofnot~mmitting~ "all"controls is to avoid a misunderstanding
concerning other control devices.

A roaches Inconsistent Kith This Guideline
A response that implies that a decision to test or not test a normal

control willbe made by the crane operator on the basis of what type of liftor direction
of motion he expects for the forthcoming shift.

~ e e ~ w" ~
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A roaches Consistent With This Guideline
Although not originally specified to be designed in accordance with

ANSINIP.6 the special liftingdevice in question was provided by a reactor vendor,
in accordance with appropriate quality assurance and quality control procedures, for
a specific application associated with po~er plant components provided by that vendor.
Based on either the review of the original stress report or, if such a stress report
is unavailable, the preparation of a new stress report, the licensee has determined
that margins to material yield and ultimate strength are comparable to those specified
Jn ANSI N10.6. Although not required of the lifting device vendor, the licensee has
reviewed the design of tbc lifting device and prepared a list of critical components
whose repair or replacement should be performed under controlled conditions.

A roaches Inconsistent With This Guideline-
No information is avai)able concerning the original design but it

is probably alright because the device has been used for ten years and never failed.

The device was built before the publication of ANSI N10.6, does
not carry shipping containers of nuclear material weighing more than 10,000 pounds,
and thus need not comply with ANSI N14.6.

~E*
No 15096 overload test has been performed and, in the opinion of

the licensee, such a test is impracticaL

Discussion
The performance of a load test in excess of the load subject to

~ NUREG 0612 is an important contributor to the ability to assess the overall reliability
o a device. Such a test supplements design reliability by demonstrating that the

- device was properly fabricated or assemb)cd and that a portion of the design safety
margin has been demonstrated. Such proof of workmanship is particularly important
for a fairly complicated device. It is recognized, however, that the specification
of a I>096 overload test is somewhat arbitrary and that, in some cases, the nature
of the device.is such that the llklihood of workmanship shortcomings is remote.

CIIJIDELINE rr SPEC~r'-LIFTING DEVICES ": ~'

~r*
Some ficensees have indicated that their special lifting devices

were designed and procured prior to the publication of ANSI NI0.6 and therefore are
not designed in accordance with that standard. This fact is sometimes combined with
a reference to the title of that standard to reach a conclusion that th standard is
not applicable.-

Discussion
The purpose of this section Is to ensure that special lifting devices

were designed and constructed under controlled conditions and that sufficient document-
ation is avaHable to establish existing design stress margins and support future mainten-
ance and repair requirements. ANSI N14.6 Is an existing standard that provides require-
ments supporting this goal for liftingdevice applications where the consequence of
a failure could be simQar to that which could be expected in the event of the failure
of a special liftingdevice carrying a load within the jurisdiction of NUREG 0612.

. Consequently lt seems appropriate that for special liftingdevices subject to NUREG
0612 it should be able to be demonstrated that, from a design standpoint, they me
as reliable as a device for which ANSI N10.6 was developed.
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A roaches stent With This Guideline
The h ee has evaluated the liftingdevice question and has

determined that design stress margins are substantial. Further it has been established
that the device Itself is uncomplicated and principally put together with mechanical
joints such that an assembly error is highly unlikely. The use of welded joints is severly
limited and where employed were performed in accordance with substantial quality
controls (eg A%5 D1.1) including NDF The device has been tested to 100% of rated
load.

Although'50% overload test has not been performed the lifting
device has been subjected to a manufacturer recommended overload to demonstrate
proof of workmanship (typically 120-125%).

A roaches Inconsistent With This GuideEhe
ee thm toPic or cepaon l ve.

~E*
'

The re'quirement of ANSI N)0.6 for an annual 15096 load test or'fullNDE is excessive. Both the load test (due to the inability to make the test lift-
- 'within containment) and the NDK (due to the need to remove protective coatings}

are impractical and not justified by the infrequent use of these devices.

Discussion
A continuing inspection program to assure the continued maintenance .

of safety margins incorporated in the original design of the device is important to
demonstrate the reliability of special Lifting devices. It is recognized, however, that
some devices employed in a nuclear po~er plant, particularly those associated with
refueling, are used under conditions of control and at frequencies of use that are substant-
iaHy less severe than that possible for the type of liftingdevice for which ANSI N10.6
was originally prepared. Consequently a reasonable relaxation of the inspection interval
~ms appropriate.

A roaches Consistent With This Guideline
Overload tests willbe conducted but'at a longer interval, 5 years,

between tests to be consistent with the number of operational lifts required.
NDE of load bearing welds willbe conducted at 5 year intervals

or, alternatively, load bearing welds willbe examined through a program that ensures
that all welds willbe examined over a normal inservice inspection interval of 10 years

„, in a manner similar to that specified in the BRPV Code for Class 2 Component Supports.

A roach Inconsistent With This Guideline
Continuing inspection willbe limited to an annual visual examination

of the device.

g/>
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.Epeetion
~ ~Licensees ve taken exception to the requirement to select slings

in accordance with the maximum ~orking load tables of ANSI B30.9 considering the'um of static and dynamic loads. Most commonly it is the licensees position that
the approximate factor of safety of five on rope breaking strength inherent in these
tables adequately accomodates dynamic loading.

Discussion
The intent ef this portion of~ Guideline, which also applies to-

special liftingdevices under Guide1ine 0, isW reserve the ANSi B30.$ safety factors
for accomodating sling wear and unanticipated overloads and avoid a reduction of
this safety factor as a result of the routine dynamic loads inherent in hook/load accel-
eration and deceleration. WhOe it is acknowledged that, for operating characteristics
typical of cranes employed at'nuclear power plants, these dynamic. loads are unlikely
to be substantial, such a determination cannot be made generically. Typically the
actual dynamic load due to hook/load acceleration or deceleration is a function of
design hook speeds and the type of hoist control system employed. It should also be
recaHed Chat ANSI B30.9 is a general industrial standard which applies to ail load

~ handling devices and does not in itself provide for any additional conservatism in consid-
eration of the potential consequences of a load handling accident at a nuclear power
plan* Based on this, it is considered reasonable that individual licensees evaluate
the potential contribution of dynamic loading in their operations an'd if such dynamic
loading is indeed significant accomodate itin their procedures for sling selection.

A roach Consistent With This Guideline
The, licensee has evaluated the potential routine dynamic loading

for liftingdevices not speciaQy designed and found them to be a relatively smail fraction
(typically 5-1596) of static load. This estimate has been made on the basis of either
calculated acceleration and deceleration rates or through use of Qe industrial standard
for impact loading of cranes specified in CMAA-70. In either case having verified
thht routine dynamic loading of a specific hoist is indeed small the licensee has drawn
the conclusion that revised selection criteria to accomodate such minor additional
loads willnot have a substantial effect on overall load handling reiiabiTity.

Ao roach Inconsistent %'Ith This Guideline
Statement to the effect that dynamic loads are accomodated in

the tables of ANSI B30.9 with no indication that the licensee has assessed the actual „

dynamic loading imposed on cranes subject to NUREG 0612.
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<GUIDELINE 6 CRANE INSPECTION TESTING AND MAINTENANCE.

0 - - ~
The only exception occasionally encountered with respect to this

" 'G5ideline other than fairly minor and site-unique exceptions has been a desire to deviate
from the requirement of ANSI B30D-1.1.2.a.2 and 3ZA for testing of hoist limit
devices before beginning a new shift. In some cases a licensee has qualified a commitment
in this area by noting that this limitswitch willbe tested only if operations in the
vicinity of the limitswitch are anticipated.

DScusslon '- ~ ~

VhUe this issue is treated somewhat ambigously in ANSI 8302
(it is a recommendation in article 1.1.2 and a requirement in article 3.2.0) it is important
since two-blocking incidents are relatively significant'contributors,to load handling
incidents. Further it should bt; noted that this test has been incorporated as a require-
ment of OSHA in 29 CFR 1910.179.(n).(0).(i). It is recognized, however, that there
may be circumstances where such a test is not prudent. First, such a test clearly
should not be made with the hook under load. Consequently if a shift change is made
with the hook loaded (this, by the way, is not a desireable practice and could be preclud-
ed through strict compliance with ANSI 130.2-3.2.3.j) a hoist limitswitch test should
not be performed. Second, there may be circumstances where the nature of forthcoming
load handling operations indicates that the time (and minor risk) associated with this
test is not justified. In particular ifitis known that a hoist willnot be used or used
only in an area substantially removed from the upper travel limit, it would seem reason-
able to defer'the limitswitch test until the start of the next shift. If such an approach
is taken, however, it should be approached with care. Requirements for deferring
an upper limitswitch test should accomodate the uncertainty associated with maintenance
plans and establish unambiguous criteria concerning what operations can be determined
to be remote from upper travel limits. Such criteria should recognize that the need
for upper travel limit switch protection may be preceeded by a control system failure
and consequently should conservatively allow for operater response time and potential
delays associated with emergency shutdown of the crane.

A roach Consistent With This Guideline
General compliance with this require'ment. Certain specific provisions

made for deferring upper limit switch testing under conditions that are not subject
to operater interpretation.

A roaches Inconsistent With This Guideline
An approach that implies that a decision to test or not is left to

the discretion of the operator or implies that such a test willbe required only if operat-
ions are planned in close proximity to the hook upper travel limit.

10





GKDELINE7 CRANE D N

~Exec 608
C

Occasionally a Licensee has indicated that the overhead electric
travelling cranes employed at a site were purchased prior to the publication of CMAA-
70 or ANSI B30Z-1976 an'd thus these standards should not be applied.

Discussion
The purpose of this Guideline is to ensure that all cranes carrying

heavy loads in nuclear power plants meet certain minimum criteria in their design
and, consequently, can be assumed to provide an acceptable standard of mechanical
electrical, and structural reliability. It is also recognized, however, that cranes in
operating plants may have been designed and procured prior to the publication of
current standards and, thus, not strictly comply with some details of these standards.
In general, though, current standards have evolved'from predecesor standards in existence
at the time of crane procurement SOCI 61, ANSI B30.2-1967) and, since the later
standards are not revolutionary, it is likely that cranes at nuclear power plants wi!1
provide a degree of reHability equivalent to that provided by the current standards.
Such a general determination canot be made, however, by the staff since nuclear
power plant cranes are usually unique and provided with site specific design features.
It is up to the licensee then to. make a systematic comparison of their crane design
with the requirements of current standards arid determine if additional design features
are appropriate.

A roach Consistent Vith This Guideline
The licensee has compared original crane procurement specifications

or existing crane designs with the requirements of the referenced standards in areas
effecting load handling reHabiHty. In instances where the current standard provides
additional protection against the consequences of operater error or component failure
the licensee has proposed modifications which willresult in a deg'ree of load handling
reljabiHty sfmilar to that provided in the current standard.

A roach inconsistent VithThis Guideline
Positions to the effect that the cranes satisfied standards in existence

at the time of procurement and what was good enough then Is good enough now.
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